Professor Yang spectators drawn to study chess tournament
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Go now conducting research related to human behavior, increase Irvine professor of economics Mike Mcbride (right), and the Department of Graduate Garret Ridinger, Department of Computer Science and USC graduate Leandro Marcolino 28 appeared Thursday tournament venue. (Reporter Chen Ying Lin / Photography)
Southern California Go Open, held on the 28th in the World Journal, attracting all age, ethnic size contestants, Irvine professor of economics increase Mike Mcbride, The Graduate Garret Ridinger, Department of Computer Science and USC graduate Leandro Marcolino special to the scene to "match", hoping to gather more information through the game, players learn how to solve problems when they play chess.

Mike Mcbride said that a study of human behavior and now they plan to carry out is to investigate through chess. He said that a very high degree of difficulty and complexity of chess, how to decide "how to go the next step," how to solve the crisis, even through the computer, mathematical analysis, etc., are their contents. In addition to the day of their communication with the organizers, but also revealed that once the funds allow, the future is expected to invite 50 to hundreds of players who participate in their research.